Reflections on a
post-pandemic future
Utilities: a focus on fairness as we head for net zero

Overview
2020 was a really challenging year for everyone, including those working in the Utilities sector.
Unlike in many other sectors, however, operations continued almost as normal. Water, electricity
and gas are, after all, essential services. Arguably, the services offered by businesses in this
sector became even more essential than pre-pandemic. Most energy and utility companies
have a strong track record when it comes to preparing for emergencies. When services are
interrupted, more often than not they are restored quickly, and additional support is offered
to affected customers. But the COVID-19 pandemic was more than just a health emergency.
With the economy taking heavy blows and many losing their jobs or being furloughed, fuel and
water poverty have increased and many needed additional support from their energy, water
or broadband provider.
The pandemic magnified existing inequalities but also provided additional challenges. Many newly
fuel and water poor customers, for instance, do not meet the historic and known characteristics of
people in fuel or water poverty. Newly unemployed or furloughed workers from all sectors and
levels were confronted with much higher bills due to the fact that they were at home all of the time
and struggled with payments. But people in work also struggled, with paying higher energy bills
and, quite often, higher internet (the fourth utility) bills. The latter issue, of data poverty, came to
the fore during lockdown. Individuals or households that cannot access enough data, or secure and
private internet connection, for their needs are considered data poor.
As heavily regulated sectors, utility companies also had business plans to finalise, implement or
develop throughout 2020 and into 2021. The electricity distribution network organisations (DNOs),
unlike water companies and gas distribution networks (GDNs), were in the middle of huge customer
and stakeholder engagement programmes in support of their business plan development. In fact,
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Traverse had just embarked on a 12-18 month face-to-face engagement programme with a group of 70
Northern Powergrid customers. We quickly adapted our approach to one delivered exclusively through online
channels. This created an obvious issue around inclusion. The digitally excluded in society were not able to
take part in these discussions. To counter this, we included a number of participants through a combination of
reviewing materials we sent to them and telephone interviews. It should also be noted though, that this change
in approach meant that we were able to include customers who told us that they would never sign up for a
face-to-face workshop, focus group or other types of engagement and research. The regulatory landscape
for internet providers, who operate in a heavily competitive environment, is different from energy and water
companies. They do not operate on regulatory cycles such as PR19 and RIIO-2, but the issues they faced
were similar. Alongside their normal business the demand for their services and support rose significantly. The
pandemic also highlighted other, higher level issues around inclusion. Whilst a lot was done to address data
poverty, as soon as children started going back to schools, the discussion tailed off. But it is widely believed that
many who were in data poverty before the pandemic, still are.
Very soon after the start of the pandemic and, in particular, lockdown restrictions and the accompanying
drop in air pollution, talk turned to #buildingbackbetter and the #greenrecovery. It put additional focus
on discussions with customers and stakeholders around decarbonisation of the energy system, especially
decarbonisation of domestic heat. The transition to #netzero brings with it its own concerns around inclusion
and ensuring the transition is a #justtransition.

What we’re seeing now
Regulatory cycles are continuing apace, and regulators demand ever increasing levels of (continuous)
customer engagement from utility companies. This is coupled with an everchanging landscape as
a result of decarbonisation and net zero policies, but also the continuing fall-out of the COVID-19
pandemic and Brexit. As we exit lockdown and the world seeks to find a new normality, a higher
level of domestic dependence on utilities will likely remain. More people will continue to work from
home, with resultant higher bills for energy, water and internet usage.
When it comes to research and engagement, in utilities, a large part of the work and efforts will again
focus on regulatory driven requirements. From business as usual for GDNs to finalising business plans for
DNOs and BAU leading into PR24 work for water companies. We no longer see the huge dips in activity
once business plans have been submitted. Continued research and engagement with customers and other
stakeholders, driven by regulators, remains a real focus in the sector. And we will continue to deliver most
of this through online channels.
Over the past year we have seen a bigger (regulatory) focus on vulnerable customers emerge as a direct
result of pandemic related societal issues. This applies to many sectors, including utilities, as it is estimated
by Citizens Advice16 that 6 million UK adults have fallen behind on at least one household bill during the
pandemic. More than half of these fell behind on their mobile phone or broadband bills and/or energy
and water bills. Nearly 4m people have fallen behind on either their credit card or overdraft repayments,
suggesting that further problems around non-payment of household bills might only be around the corner.
Data poverty is also still a real, if somewhat less visible and written about, issue that continues to require
a clear commitment by all stakeholders, including the social research sector.
Against this backdrop of a rapidly changing world, and a rapidly increasing number of customers that
require support in paying their bills or simply speaking to utility companies, there will be more need than
ever for organisations like Citizens Advice, other consumer champions and regulators to engage with the
public as well as providers. And not only engage with them more frequently, also differently.

Over the past year we have seen a bigger
(regulatory) focus on vulnerable customers emerge
as a direct result of pandemic related societal issues”.
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What comes next?
As we look forward to the coming 12 months and beyond, several key themes will take centre stage:
• Approaches to research and engagement: what the last 12-18 months have taught us as research and
engagement practitioners is that a switch to more digital channels is not just a sticking plaster to deal with
lockdown restrictions. It is another, now tried and tested, method of engaging all those affected by utility
companies’ plans for the future. We do not expect this to change back to ‘normal’ even at a stage where
society as a whole goes back to ‘normal’. We think that a substantial online element will form part of
research and engagement going forward. This is partly because keeping this element increases our reach,
as long as we ensure that other methods remain in scope and when needed. But it also fits seamlessly into
a wider #greenrecovery agenda that we ask people to take part from their home more often rather than
asking large groups of people to travel to a central location.
• COP26 and the wider route to net zero: climate change and decarbonisation, and in particular what
this means for the energy sector and for customers in their day to day lives, will form an important part
of research and engagement across all utility sectors, although predominantly in the energy sectors.
And we think this needs to go beyond engagement on policy and company business plans. Of course,
these are crucially important areas, but the link needs to be made with what this will practically mean
for people up and down the country. In order to create momentum on the route to net zero, people
need to understand what their choices are when replacing their heating system, their cars, when
considering buying a new home etc. Within these overarching questions, society must ensure that no
one is left behind. To achieve this, an even bigger focus needs to be placed on including vulnerable
customers in research and engagement. Including them not just by speaking to them and inviting them
to a workshop, focus group or interview, but also by including them in the design of research and
engagement programmes.
• Digital exclusion: On Digital Inequalities17, released by University of Manchester’s policy engagement
unit shows that 3.8 million people in the UK have never used the internet, with 9 million people unable
to get online without help. So, in a time where many services moved online, resolving data poverty is
only the first step in ensuring a truly inclusive digital landscape. There is going to be more work to get
newly digitally connected people to fully benefit from this. Public engagement and research will be a
substantial role in helping stakeholders understand the impact of data poverty on people’s lives and
how to help people get maximum benefit from being digitally included.
• Measuring impact: The pandemic and accompanying economic downturn has made many companies
and organisation consider more closely than ever when and where to invest their (shareholders’) money.
For utility companies, in practice this means that more often they will need to not only engage with
customers in developing business plans but also when measuring their impact. This is not only about
whether the investment was ‘financially’ justified but measuring the wider social impact of investment will
also become more and more important. And in a world where value for money has once again become
a (or even ‘the’) key driver of engagement and research programmes, evaluating how well these
programmes are executed and drawing learnings for future programmes is likely to be a key element
of work.
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